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Frequently receiving threatening mails, calling us all the things in the world, and other blatant threats, from people who are trying to play the cordial defenders of the 'law of Moses' and 'human rights' equally. They are defending the rights of their own tribe, most of the time. The only "(((Humans)))" in the world.

There is always this good trained Goyim, or the Jewish Agent who just comes and is like "Please cease attacking my master or I will bite you". Little do these dogs see what we are laughing at them?

Then of course, like all radical communists, they express the jewish soul of their masters: Complaints we are not living in the Middle Ages, or damning "Free Speech" and other things, WHAT AN OBSTACLE- it needs to be removed. So they can kill us and flail us in the name of "Freedom"- the Freedom of the JEW.

You see the whole point of the deal is this: If you do crimes and there is nobody to punish you spiritually or otherwise, you can do as many crimes as you want. This is the idea behind the jewish subservience of the legal system, hatred of constitutions, hatred of humans who point out that what they do it wrong and flat out murderous, the list goes. On the higher level, their hatred is focused on Satan, which they admittedly want to destroy and whose memory they have spent two thousand years in HUMILIATING the Father of Humanity, a fact known to ALL the jews, but NOT to all the Gentiles...

The motto is to reduce humans to a borg and nothing else; hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil. "You fucking goy", I may add.

I understand this. The jews want to protect their tribe, because they know of their crimes, and on the other hand, their lapdogs want to protect their care-giver and slave-master. Politics have become a process to guarantee this process. As such most people in the planet suffer.

If the stance of the JoS was different, let's say, never mentioned the names that society has been attacked by, perverted by, and brainwashed to never mention, everything would be fair and square. We would be classified as the 'good guys' in the whole deal.

Now with present day morality, we are the 'evil' guys. Because good and moral has become to be a murderer of states and nations, clever has become to have the intelligence of a peanut, self-love has become self-destruction, rallying
people to the 'globalist' agenda is considered ethical and humanitarian, no matter how much death, social friction, and cultural destruction it entails.

We all know which element has made things that way. The new morality of the world is: what benefits the jew- is Good. What benefits the Goy, is bad. What does evil to the jew (as in opposing their madness) is EVIL and CRIMINAL. What oppresses the life of the Goy is GOOD and MORAL.

If we said what we are in a different way, taking all the ways all these 'safe' people do in the world, out of fear, and to promote themselves silently in this system, things would have been 'different'.

If we used different names, things would have been different. For example, if we say that we are against unhealthy lifestyle, drug abuse, pedophiles, abrahamic fanaticism, cultural destruction, evil and criminality, and that we stand for historic truth, many people would have been clapping.

This is only because, people are always taught to hit any group by the group which exercises most power, and creates all the injustice in the world, even directly, or indirectly.

"Naming" this group is always evil. You can call them Zionists, Capitalists, "Leaders of the World" and in any other name. Everyone loses their minds when the biological reality behind their existence (which they themselves OPENLY admit anyway) is revealed. Not even THEY are hiding it anymore...Somehow, we are supposed to hide this, and pretend we don't know.

This is the conspiracy of silence in this world. This is the same silence policemen and decent people in power have to exercise, when they notice mass disappearing of children in the Purim, for example, probably innocents heading to get sacrificed to the tribal God, Jehovah. This is the same innocence and subservience people have to learn, to bow down to a Jewish God, named "Jesus Christ", who openly says it wants to exterminate humanity so that his "Chosen" people can rule.

Pedophilia, usury, stealing, killing, mass genocide, even terrorism exercised by yet another branch of the Abrahamic Faiths, namely Islam- all these are not crimes anymore. The only crimes there are, are the crimes of calling out the jews, or their ADMITTED agenda. All in all, the only crime is basically to mention what they themselves mention about themselves, at best only repeating it, and simplifying it.

If we said we were pro human advancement, pro healthy civilizations, anti-animal abuse, pro people to be strong in their homelands, pro a HEALTHY globalization that doesn't include GENOCIDE, USURY and STEALING of people's fates and lives- everyone would be 'loving' us. Instead, we coin this in different and more
massive terms, which nevertheless include all these positive things and so many more.

We are against stealing from people. The enemy is 1% of the population, and has made effectively the whole planet their cattle and animals. They tell people to do exactly what is worse, damning and deadly for them. In that sense we stand for Justice. Justice, wrong-think, and the list goes, these are the crimes.

In the jewish global farmland we live, there are two major crimes. Stating the facts and truth in the open. Even if anyone sees it more or less, everyone has to be misdirected, all the time.

But what's in a name? We call it "Nazism". We call it "Satanism". Even-though our perception about these things is different, we all seem similar things...And still we have zombies and guess what, the jews whom we name, complaining, and threatening on a consistent basis.

Then we have the jewish lackeys, which have lost their aeons-old shield about all their crimes. They have lost their scapegoat, Satan- the one to whom all JEWISH crimes are pinned. They frequently complain about it. The more things are cleaned, the less bulwarks and shields the jews have to hide behind.

"So, what now? All the crimes the jews and their tribal God have done, are going to turn back onto them? THAT'S NAZI, THATS TERRIFYING! YOU ARE A BIGOT! YOU WILL ____insert threat here____".

So what's in a name? Humanity and the intelligence of its members is sinking to where a 'name' is the most important thing. Doesn't matter what is being done, or what isn't done- or what is going on at all.

People have been reduced to Dogs. In the same way dogs are trained to be afraid of some things, the same thing has happened with "Satan", with "Hitler" and many other things.

The JEWS have trained their GOYIM well...
But this is going to change, now and forever. The enemy will see their downfall, that of their lies and programs.
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